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Abstract: This article explores the relationships of parents and children as 
demonstrated in a few selected folk fairy tales, with regard to the ideas of the child 
psychologist Bruno Bettelheim, Freudian psychoanalytic theory, as well as the 
feminist theories of Sandra Gilbert, Susan Gubar, and Julia Kristeva. The child 
protagonists in fairy tales and the influence their personal burdens and victories have 
on the young listeners of the stories are discussed, and the effects of introducing 
parental figures as antagonists or serious villains are considered. 
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The power relationships between adults and children are discussed, as well as 
the ways fairy tales can help children come to terms with their position in the social 
hierarchy of their lives. Oppressive parental figures are then considered further as the 
evil Queen of “Little Snow-white” is analyzed through feminist and psychoanalytic 
theory, and the oedipal issues suggested by Freud are applied to the relationship of 
Snow-white and the Queen. Freud’s theories are then explored further in regards to 
the tale of “Hansel and Gretel,” as children’s fears of abandonment and survival 
without their parents are discussed, and Bettelheim’s ideas on that particular fairy tale 
are considered. Hansel and Gretel’s plight and eventual happy ending are then 
compared to the tragic ending of H.C.Andersen’s “The Little Match Girl,” in which 
the young girl’s suffering, caused by her parents’ neglect, only ceases when she finds 
solace in death. The religious undertones in “The Little Match Girl” make room for 
discussion of religious aspects of fairy tales and the Christian myth of the Fall of Man 
- the original sin which leads God to shun his children, Adam and Eve, and leaves 
them to fend for themselves outside of Paradise. Lastly the Grimm’s fairy tale “The 
Seven Ravens” is noted for its religious implications, and characters from the tale are 
compared with individuals from Christian mythology. 
In order to master the psychological problems of growing up - overcoming 
narcissistic disappointments, oedipal dilemmas, sibling rivalries; becoming able to 
relinquish childhood dependencies; gaining a feeling of selfhood and of self-worth, 
and a sense of moral obligation - a child needs to understand what is going on within 
his conscious self so that he can also cope with that which goes on in his 
unconscious. He can achieve this understanding and with it the ability to cope, not 
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through a rational comprehension of the nature and content of his unconscious, but by 
becoming familiar with it through spinning out daydreams - ruminating, rearranging, 
and fantasizing about suitable story elements in response to unconscious pressures. 
By doing this, the child fits unconscious content into conscious fantasies, which then 
enable him to deal with that content. (Bettelheim 6-7) 
According to Bettelheim, fairy tales have a unique value here, as they “offer 
new dimensions to the child’s imagination,” and the form and structure of these tales 
“suggest images to the child by which he can structure his daydreams and with them 
give better direction to his life” (7). Children far and wide still benefit from hearing 
tales of the fictional children in these stories, dealing with various problems that can 
be of life-threatening nature. These problems often deal with the child’s relationship 
with his or her parents or parental figures, as the hero of the story might struggle with 
abandonment issues or suffer the wrath of an evil stepmother. The young readers or 
listeners can sympathize with these issues of insecurity and disputes, as their own 
parents and guardians are both their affectionate caregivers, and also the prime 
authoritative figures in their lives, which allows for clashes of what the child wants 
and what the parent insists the child needs. The focus of this article will be on this 
most important of relationships presented in fairy tales, the one of a parent and child, 
with the aim to analyze this bond, the related problems that present themselves in a 
few well-known stories and myths, and the effect they have on their young readers. 
This article will use a combination of psychological and feminist theories to 
analyze the relationships of children and adults in fairy tales, as well as the impact 
they can have on the young and impressionable minds of children. The well-known 
Grimm fairy tales “Little Snow-white” and “Hansel and Gretel,” as well as 
H.C.Andersen’s story “The Little Match Girl” will be examined, and the fall from 
Paradise will be discussed as the ultimate dispute of father and child. To begin with, 
the protagonists of fairy tales will be discussed, and particularly the fact they are 
often young children themselves. The dangers the protagonists face are compared 
with struggles and fears the young readers face in their daily lives, as well as the 
underlying psychological issues and anxieties they might struggle with. The 
importance of fairy tales in regard to the child’s social and emotional development 
will be considered, and furthermore how the child can benefit from being introduced 
to evil things and upsetting situations through this medium. The second chapter 
focuses on the relationship between child and parent and discusses the seemingly 
universal theme of the evil stepmother in regards to Freudian theories. The classic 
Grimm’s fairy tale “Little Snow-white” will be discussed in that context, and the 
relationship between stepmother and daughter explored. The third chapter then looks 
at the relationship of the Queen and Little Snow-white from a feminist point of view. 
The fourth chapter delves further into Freud’s theories and how they are suited to 
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“Hansel and Gretel,” another tale dealing with a cruel mother figure, as well as issues 
of separation and abandonment which are often of truly great concern to children 
whose entire lives revolve around their parents and immediate family. Hansel and 
Gretel’s satisfying ending is then compared with the tragedy of H.C.Andersen’s “The 
Little Match Girl,” and the effect death and complete abandonment can have on 
young readers is discussed. In the fifth chapter a comparison is made of children 
falling from their parents’ good graces and the Fall of Man out of the garden of 
Paradise, as well as Christian and mythical components of prominent children’s 
stories. “The Seven Ravens” is acknowledged for its Christian references and 
implications, and the Christian myths of Creation and the Fall of Man will be 
mentioned in relation to the oedipal complexities of the parent who suffers from 
jealousy. The fall from Grace will be compared with parents who shun their children 
in fairy tales such as in the previously discussed “Little Snow-white” and “Hansel 
and Gretel.” 
An important aspect of these stories is how they present protagonists that 
children can relate to, and show those heroes overcome the problems they face, 
problems children are afraid of having to face themselves. Hearing these stories 
allows the children reassurance that even though the situation seems desperate, the 
clever and dexterous child can take care of himself. The child hero presented in fairy 
tales is often the youngest child of the family or a stepchild, and so the hero is 
repeatedly isolated from his other siblings or from his parents, even oppressed and 
disadvantaged. The heroes are often small, seemingly unable to take care of 
themselves, and have to rely on others, but through the course of the story manage to 
rise above their woes. Grimm’s “Cinderella” is an example of a story in which the 
heroine is oppressed by her stepmother and stepsisters and made to slave for them, is 
met with no love, and feels no sense of companionship. Eventually, she is raised from 
the ashes of the fireside and marries a prince, with some help from the magic that is 
usually to be found in the world of fairy tales. Cinderella’s change of fortune - her 
transformation from a ragged, defeated, kitchen wrench into a princess - is also 
characteristic of a fairy tale hero. Hansel and Gretel’s transition from dire poverty to 
riches is another example. The fairy tale heroes go on a journey through which they 
mature and change, and eventually emerge victoriously. The change these heroes can 
undergo sends the message that nothing is set in stone; the heroes, whatever their 
origin, their appearance, or their social situation, can change their fortunes if they 
apply themselves. According to Max Lüthi: “In the fairy tale, all things are possible 
... the lowest can rise to the highest position, and those in the highest position - evil 
queens, princes, princesses, government ministers - can fall and be destroyed” (Once 
Upon a Time 138). This message is of course rather unrealistic, as social mobility in 
the 19th century was hardly common, and rather reflects wishful thinking of the 
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underprivileged than something applicable to reality. Still, these characters who long 
for a better life and succeed in their struggles offer hope, and the reader feels the 
“capacity for change of man in general” (138). Everyone is capable of change and 
maturation, the process which the fairy tale depicts: the child-hero develops and 
matures, surpasses the need for parental guidance, and eventually is no longer a child, 
perhaps even getting married and having children herself. 
Fairy tales are indeed more than simple stories told to entertain children or lull 
them to sleep at night. The classic tales have been passed from generation to 
generation waking fear and excitement in children of all ages. If a child is haunted by 
insecurities and self-doubt he or she can find solace in tales of other small children 
who suffer a worse fate, but still manage to emerge victoriously, and it is especially 
inspirational for children to read stories of sympathetic child heroes who triumph 
against all odds. Should the listeners fear losing their parents and standing on their 
own, there are fairy tales that assure them that children are capable of taking care of 
themselves if their mother and father are not able to, such as in the story of “Hansel 
and Gretel?” The relationships between parents and children represented in fairy tales 
often display exaggerated examples of real conflicts that aggravate or alarm children 
and parents alike, and the representation of parents or parental figures as the villains 
of the piece is interestingly used as a coping mechanism by children who deal with 
issues such as separation anxiety or a fear of growing up. Fairy tale heroes such as 
Hansel and Gretel and Little Snow-white, whose parental figures turn against them, 
survive the hardships they face and walk away more secure than before. The motif of 
a shunned child is also a prominent one in mythology, and the Fall of Man in 
Christian mythology can be taken as the ultimate example. The fairy tales told to 
children to entertain or lull to sleep are certainly many-layered, the messages 
conveyed vary in their emotional depth and impact, but the exploration of the 
relationships of parents and children is undoubtedly truly important to the readers and 
the listeners of the stories. 
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